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This painting was inspired by Auguste Rodin's "The Burghers of Calais" sculpture. The tragic life of people
who risk their lives for others, specifically in this painting, to protect the weak. It is about how the weak
are sometimes used to do the wrong thing to protect the weak. This was painted around midnight on St.
Patron's Day in Italy. All my pieces come with a memento of the day of its birth. This painting has always
been a favorite of mine. It reminded me of a childhood dream I had of "the sea of butterflies". I based this
work on a dream the night before I took the paint brush to it. It felt something like a pen drawing of the
dream as a painting. I start with my pens and I go over the painting, and then I paint with the brush with
the acrylic paint. The style is realistic, but my primary interest is in the colours and the atmospherics that
I can create with light and shadow. This ink from Epson ink's is the best colour ink there is, and I feel that
it is the best for my drawing style. This painting was inspired by the traditional Japanese tea ceremony.
First, before the tea, the host serves a hot towel to the guest and they like to receive it with a Japanese
saying. A guest is seldom allowed to touch the contents of the tea pot, and if one is to do so it is strictly

not allowed to touch the ink brushes. All the ink in the ink pots must be wiped off with a cloth and dip into
the ink well. In this work, the ink container is removed and ink is dropped onto the cloth. This is a small

step by a Japanese towards drinking English tea, and it tells us the amount of ink in the inkwell is
increased.
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